
The New Rockwells Announce New Album Old Familiar Way 
 

Boston, MA and New York, NY 
 
Folk-rock duo The New Rockwells announced the release of their forthcoming studio album Old 
Familiar Way today. This album follows the release of the band’s 2016 debut Live From 
Carnegie Hall. The 8 tracks comprising this new album represent an evolution of the band’s 
sound - incorporating electric and rock elements, as well as rich orchestration, to the good time 
folk-rock sound that fans have come to know and love. Through ballads and rockers alike, the 
band explores themes of longing, nostalgia, consequence, and elation.  
 
“We’re always seeking to capture the energy of our live performances when we’re in the studio, 
and with this release I think we’ve accomplished that,” says Marty Boyle, the band’s guitarist 
and singer. Boyle also notes that bringing in a horn section and strings and embracing overdubs 
allowed for a liberating creative process and a satisfying final product that highlights their hooky 
melodies and meaningful lyrics. “We left the constraints of ‘play it only like we can live’ at the 
door and allowed the full force of our creative intuition to take control.” 
 
“This album is a labor of love and collaboration,” notes Ben Muller, the duo’s keyboardist, 
saxophonist, and singer. “Marty and I co-wrote every song and devised much fuller and varied 
arrangements than we’ve had in the past. This is the new The New Rockwells.” 
 
Old Familiar Way will be released on all platforms on October 5, 2018 and is available for 
preview exclusively for media outlets. The band is actively seeking album reviews concurrent 
with the release of the album and is entertaining offers for exclusive web hosting of an album 
preview prior to the release date.  
 
The New Rockwells can be reached for all inquiries at thenewrockwells@gmail.com 
 
About The New Rockwells 
The New Rockwells is the lovechild of folk-rocker Marty Boyle and jazzman Ben Muller. This 
barnstorming duo performs a style of rock all their own - a blending of folk, classic rock, blues, 
and jazz. Drawing on influences from Billy Joel and Simon & Garfunkel to Steve Goodman and 
Jim Croce, TNR’s feel-good music has an old-school vibe with a groovy modern twist. The New 
Rockwells are based in Boston, MA and New York City. The New Rockwells are an ASCAP 
registered artist.  
 
More information on The New Rockwells including upcoming tour dates can be found at 
thenewrockwells.com 
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